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	The Next Wave in Computing, Optimization, and Decision Technologies, 9780387235288 (0387235280), Springer, 2004
Brown et al. (2004) (see also Reed 1994 and Skroch 2004) model the
completion of an adversarial nation’s nuclear-weapons program using
general techniques of PERT. (See PERT 1958 and Malcolm et al. 1959
for the original descriptions of PERT, and see Moder et al. 1983 for a
comprehensive review.) Brown et al. (2004) ask the question: How do
we most effectively employ limited interdiction resources, e.g., military
strikes or embargoes on key materials, to delay the project’s component
tasks, and thereby delay its overall completion time? They answer the
question by describing an interdiction model that maximizes minimum
project-completion time. This model is a Stackelberg game (von Stack-
elberg 1952), formulated as a bilevel integer-linear program (Moore and
Bard 1990).

Brown et al. (2004) consider a highly general model for project networks.
Specifically, they (i) allow the interdictor to employ various
interdiction resources, (ii) allow the project manager to “crash” the
project to speed project completion by applying various, constrained,
task-expediting resources, and (iii) allow the project manager to employ
alternative technologies to complete the project. The authors successfully
test an algorithm that solves a realistic example of the resulting
interdiction problem, but we shall see that the most general problem
is NP-hard. Thus, other large, general problems could be extremely
difficult to solve.

This paper therefore asks: How hard is the “project interdiction problem”
when full modeling generality is unnecessary? Can we assure analysts
that their version of the problem is not too difficult if modeling a
single interdiction resource suffices; or crashing is impossible; or only a
single technology, or modest number of technologies, need be modeled?
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the critical, in-depth information you need to administer SharePoint 2010. Led by SharePoint MVPs and featuring insights from the SharePoint community and members of the SharePoint Team at Microsoft, you'll discover how to plan, design, deploy, and manage strategic solutions using SharePoint 2010, Microsoft SQL Server®,...



		

Sarah Palin's Book "Going Rogue: An American Life" As Installation Art by Nigel TommCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009
As the title says this is not a book by Sarah Palin. To be completely honest - this is not Nigel Tomm's book either. It is a drama "Hedda Gabler" by Henrik Ibsen (premiered in 1891) with a difference that the names of the main characters are interchanged with those from Sarah Palin's bio, i.e., Hedda Gabler now is Sarah Palin and...


		

JavaScript ConcurrencyPackt Publishing, 2015

	About This Book

	
		Apply the core principles of concurrency to both browser and server side development
	
		Explore the latest tools and techniques at the forefront of concurrent programming, including JavaScript promises, web workers, and generators
	
		Learn how concurrent and parallel programming...






	

Transitioning to SwiftApress, 2014

	Developing apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days. Apple created the Swift programming language to build state-of-the-art apps using the latest Apple technologies.


	In this 200-page book, author Scott Gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional Objective-C...


		

Consumer Behaviour and AnalyticsRoutledge, 2019

	
		Consumer Behaviour and Analytics provides a consumer behaviour textbook for the new marketing reality. In a world of Big Data, machine learning and AI, this key text reviews the issues, research and concepts essential for navigating this new terrain. It demonstrates how we can use data-driven insight and merge this with...



		

High-Level Vision: Object Recognition and Visual CognitionA Bradford Book, 1996

	In this book, Shimon Ullman focuses on the processes of high-level vision that deal with the interpretation and use of what is seen in the image. In particular, he examines two major problems. The first, object recognition and classification, involves recognizing objects despite large variations in appearance caused by changes in viewing...
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